R esults are recorded show ing th e effect of size of a circular conditioning field on brightness thresh o ld m easurem ents m ade a t th e centre of th e field: first, w ith th e field stead ily exposed a n d view ed; secondly, w hen th e con ditioning field has been c u t off a n d th e eye is retu rn in g to a sta te o f dark a d a p ta tio n . Conditioning a n d te s t fields are b o th illum inated by w hite light. No field size effect is d etectab le over th e range 60° diam eter down to 3° diam eter. Below 3°, for a ste a d y s ta te of ad a p ta tio n , various ra th e r com plex effects of interference betw een th e conditioning fields are sh o w n ; these are explained in term s of th e effect o f d ista n t p a rts of th e conditioning field in raising th e th resh o ld an d a p ercep tu al interference betw een th e p a tte rn s of conditioning a n d te s t fields. F o r changing states of a d ap tatio n th e effect of field size cancels o u t-except in an isolated case-if th e initial conditioning field brightnesses are a d ju ste d to give th e sam e stead y value of th re sh o ld : th en , a fte r c u ttin g off these various conditioning fields, the decrease of brightness th resh o ld follows th e sam e course. H ow ever th e test p a tc h of re tin a be b ro u g h t to a given ste a d y sta te o f a d ap tatio n , as m easured b y th e brightness thresh o ld , it will recover its d ark ad ap tatio n in th e sam e w ay. These considerations ap ply b o th to foveal vision and to vision in th e p arafovea a t 8° from th e fovea.
I ntroduction
In pursuance of work on the change of visual sensitivity with time (Crawford 1937a) investigation has been made of the effect of the size of the initial conditioning field on the course of the change of visual sensi tivity after cutting off the conditioning field. As an adjunct to this work it was also necessary to determine the effect of size of conditioning field on sensitivity measurements made with the conditioning field steadily exposed and the eye in equilibrium with i t ; the results obtained on this equilibrium effect are also given. The measure of sensitivity used, as in the earlier work, is the threshold brightness of a small test field; sensitivity may be regarded as the inverse of the threshold brightness.
The question of size of the conditioning field is one aspect of the general question of the pattern of conditioning field presented to the eye. In this paper the size is varied from very large compared with the test field to smaller than the test field; in all cases the two fields are circular and con- [ 94 ] centric. Another pattern of conditioning field was also used, namely a ring with dark central portion, the test field appearing at the centre of the ring, as it was thought that such a pattern might possibly show up some form of conduction of the condition of adaptation across the retina. The results were negative, but are briefly given.
Apparatus
As the pupil size varies with the size of the illuminated part of the visual field (Crawford 1936) , Maxwellian view of the conditioning and test fields was used, the cross section of the beams as they passed into the eye being less than the smallest possible size of the eye pupil. In order to investigate a wide range of sizes of conditioning field, two arrangements
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F ig ube 1. P la n of ap p a ra tu s for sm all conditioning fields. lam p for illum ination of conditioning field; B, lig h t-tig h t b o x ; C, n e u tra l filter; D, lens form ing im age of A a t E, ap ertu re an d sh u tte r; F, n e u tra l w edge; lens rendering beam of light p arallel; H, ap ertu re to lim it size of conditioning field ; J, lens converging beam to a focus in centre of pupil of su b je c t's eye, K ; L, lam p for te st field illu m in atio n ; M, lig h t tig h t box; N, n e u tra l filter; O, lens form ing im age of L a t P, ap ertu re and s h u tte r; Q, lens rendering beam of light parallel; R, reflecting prism ; S, n eu tral wedge; T, apertu re to lim it size of te s t field; U, pellicule m irror (thin film o f celluloid); V, lam p for fixation p o in t (3m. from a p p a ra tu s); W, w edge-shaped plain glass m irror.
of apparatus were necessary, shown in figures 1 and 2. The arrangement shown in figure 1 is essentially the same as that given in a previous paper (Crawford 19376) , with the addition of a series of diaphragms which can be placed at H to limit the size of the conditioning field, the range of sizes being from zero up to about 12°. These diaphragms are carried by a mechanical microscope stage to facilitate centering with the test field. The fixation spot is also arranged more simply than before, being a small lamp Va t a distance of some 3 m. from the apparatus, seen by reflection in the plain glass mirror W. This mirror is slightly wedge-shaped, so that two separated images of V are seen. For foveal vision these two images are arranged to appear symmetrically on opposite sides of the test field, for parafoveal vision one only is used at the requisite separation from the test field.
For a size of Maxwellian field greater than about 15° a somewhat com plex lens system would be necessary; a concave mirror system arranged as in figure 2 was therefore chosen. This gives a field size of 60° without trouble. The eye pupil M and the source of light N were both placed as close to the centre of curvature of the mirror O as possible, to reduce aberrations in the image formed at the eye pupil. It is only necessary that these aberrations should be small enough to allow the whole image to fall within the limits of the pupil, a condition which can just be satisfied with a mirror of about 14 cm. diameter and the same radius of curvature. The F ig ure 2. P la n of a p p a ra tu s for large conditioning fields. A, lam p for te st field illu m in atio n ; B, lig h t-tig h t b o x ; C, n e u tra l filterlens form ing image of A a t E, ap ertu re an d s h u tte r ; F, lens rendering beam p a ra lle l; G, n eu tral w edge; H, ap erture to lim it size of te s t field; J, lens converging beam to a focus in centre of pupil of su b ject's eye, M ; K, reflecting p ris m ;
L ,plain glass m of conditioning field; O, concave spherical m irro r; P , ap ertu re to lim it size of con ditioning field. test spot beam is the same in principle as in figure 1. Limitation of the conditioning field size was by means of apertures such as P. It is not possible to use very small apertures, comparable with the test field size, because they are seen somewhat out of focus; conditions would therefore be ill-defined for small field sizes, and so the two arrangements of apparatus are necessary.
It may be mentioned here that field brightnesses are specified by measuring the candle power of the final image at the eye position and expressing the result, by calculation, as a brightness seen through a circular pupil of 3 mm. diameter. The necessary measurements are easily carried out by a Maxwellian view photometer or illuminometer, observing the conditions of observation laid down by Collier and Taylor (1938) .
R esults

3*1. Steady state of adaptation
The results for steady states of adaptation are described first, as some of them are needed to define the conditions of experiment for changing states of adaptation. Also, the conditions of experiment are simpler and it is therefore natural to start with them. Measurements of brightness threshold were made after the eye had come to sensible equilibrium with a steady conditioning field for various sizes and brightnesses of the latter. Two retinal areas were taken, one at the fovea, the other in the parafovea, its position being defined by the test field at a distance of 8° to the nasal side of the fixation spot. This particular parafoveal position was chosen as being fairly representative of the parafoveal area in general and far away from the discontinuity of the blind spot. The results are shown in tables 1 and 2, and figures 3-6. In all cases the readings are for the author's right eye, with white light in both conditioning and test fields. From tables 1 and 2 it appears that the threshold for a 9° conditioning field is either equal to or greater than that for a 60° field, though the
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difference is small, the mean difference being 5%. This is less than the probable error of a threshold reading (about 7 % under most conditions) and it is, therefore, doubtful whether it is a significant difference. It may be noted that it tends to be greater at low brightness levels.
In view of this coincidence of results for the two field sizes it was not considered necessary to use more than one subject. The same consideration applies to most of the subsequent results. It may be added that the author's eyes are normal in every way and in various past comparisons with other eyes for visual capacities have been found to lie near the average. Further results for smaller conditioning fields, some actually smaller than the test field, are given in figures 3-6. In figures 3 and 4 data are plotted showing the variation of threshold with conditioning field size for various fixed values of the brightness of the latter field. Figure 3 refers to foveal vision, figure 4 to parafoveal vision. In all cases the same general features are shown; starting from the larger diameter fields the threshold is at first constant-which one would, of course, expect from the com- 7-2 parisons of tables 1 and 2-it then rises to a maximum and subsequently falls away more or less rapidly. There are, however, interesting variations in detail. Consider the position of the maximum in the various cases. In the two foveal curves, figure 3 , the maximum is very near that value of conditioning field size which is equal to the test field size. Indeed, the data do not definitely show that the maximum is not actually at this point. In the two parafoveal curves, on the other hand, the maxima are definitely displaced to larger values of conditioning field size, and the lower the brightness level the greater is the displacement. The suggested explanation of this effect involves the supposition that the conditioning field can raise the threshold brightness of the test field in two ways. In the first place, the threshold is raised by virtue of the brightness of the conditioning field, which may be effective at a distance from the test field boundary (an integrative effect). If this integrative effect were present, removal of the outer zones of a conditioning field larger than the test field would allow the threshold to drop, and for a large integrative effect the threshold would begin to drop with decreasing size of con ditioning field when the latter was comparatively big compared with the test field. In the second place, the pattern of the conditioning field may interfere with discrimination of the pattern of the test field, and such interference will also raise the threshold. In the above experiments this pattern interference would be a maximum when conditioning and test fields are the same size. Applying these ideas to the curves of figures 3 and 4 it would appear that at the fovea there is no appreciable integrative effect, for the maximum of the curve is at the point where the conditioning field is equal in size to the test field: the pattern interference appears alone and unmixed with any other effect. In the parafovea, however, there appears to be a very appreciable amount of integrative effect, for the maxima of the curves are displaced more or less from the point where conditioning and test fields are equal in size, in the direction of larger values: the maximum, its height and its position are a resultant of in tegrative effect and pattern interference. It may be noted that the in tegrative effect is greater at low brightness levels. The absence of in tegrative effect in the fovea (except, possibly, for very small fields, which are not considered here) and its presence in the parafovea, especially at the lower brightness levels, are all in accord with what is already known from measurement of brightness threshold for different sizes of test field.
In figure 5 , relating to foveal vision, and figure 6, relating to parafoveal vision, the influence of field size on brightness threshold is further ex emplified in the form of curves of brightness threshold plotted against conditioning field brightness for various sizes of the latter field. Results for a ring-shaped field are also included. These curves were obtained primarily in order to determine, for each field size, the brightness which gave a certain fixed value of threshold, but they present features of intrinsic interest also.
Considering foveal vision, figure 5, it will be seen, in the first place, that all the curves eventually become linear with a slope of very nearly unity, that is, the Weber-Fechner law is obeyed for all sizes of conditioning field above a sufficiently high brightness level. On the other hand, the curves cannot be fitted together along their entire courses by sliding laterally, and hence the equivalent background hypothesis is only of limited applic ability, in fact, it can only be applied to the linear portions of the curves.
The curves for field diameters of 10-3° and 3-06° are virtually coincident, showing that field size has little influence on foveal measurements down to about 3°, assuming, of course, that the test field is 0-5° or less. Below 3° the curves begin to show signs of breaking up into two portions, rather similar to the two portions of the parafoveal threshold curve. But in this case the cause is probably different; it seems likely that it is a change in form perception, occurring at some brightness level between 0-3 and 0-6 c./ft.2.
In the case of parafoveal vision, figure 6, things are, as might be ex pected, a little more complex, since there are two visual mechanisms in volved (photopic and scotopic) besides this possible change in form per ception. The linearity of the curves with slope of unity at higher brightness levels is no more than approximate, except for conditioning field sizes of 10-3° and 3*06°. This may be due to the patterns of the smaller fields being too small to be perceived purely as contrasts by the comparatively gross aggregates of percipient elements in the parafovea. One cannot, in con sequence, expect the Weber-Fechner law to hold except as a very rough approximation.
Regarding the breaking up of the curves into portions, the parafoveal results also show transitions at values of conditioning field brightness similar to the foveal ones, but rather more widely spread, from 0-2 to 0-9 c./ft.2. This at least suggests that a similar mechanism-change of form perception-is operative in the two cases. The curve for a conditioning field of 1-09° diameter shows also an interesting change of course in the neighbourhood of 0-0001 c./ft.2. It is possible that this is indicative of a change in form perception in the scotopic visual mechanism.
3-2. Changing state of adaptation In this part of the work the eye was first exposed to a conditioning field of a certain size and brightness for a given time, the conditioning field was then cut off and threshold measurements made at intervals afterwards until complete dark adaptation was approached. The full details of the methods of making these measurements have been described in an earlier paper (Crawford 1937a) . The investigation falls naturally into two parts: the comparison of the effects of large and medium-sized conditioning fields (apparatus of figure 2) , and the comparison of the effects of fields varying in size from medium to very small (apparatus of figure 1 ).
3-21. Comparison of large and medium sized conditioning fields
It has already been shown (tables 1 and 2) that under steady conditions of adaptation the same brightness threshold is obtained at the centre of a conditioning field whether it has a diameter of 60° or 9°. The same two sizes have also been compared for their effect on the course of the change of visual sensitivity after cutting off the conditioning field. The results are shown in figure 7 , and it may be said that, within the limits of accuracy of this kind of measurement, there is no difference in the effects produced by these two field sizes for foveal or for parafoveal vision.
3*22. Comparison of medium and small sized conditioning fields
In this case, under steady conditions of adaptation, the various smaller sizes of conditioning field tested gave quite different values of brightness threshold for the same value of conditioning field brightness. It is there fore more than likely that different curves of change of visual sensitivity would be obtained after cutting off such fields of equal brightness, and the experiment would prove nothing one way or the other. Consequently, it was decided to compare the various sizes of conditioning field after their respective brightnesses had been adjusted to give the same value of brightness threshold under steady conditions. Having chosen a value of brightness threshold these field brightnesses can be read off directly from figures 5 and 6. The value of brightness threshold actually taken was 1 c./ft.2 (log brightness threshold = 0), and the values of conditioning field brightness giving this threshold for the various sizes of conditioning field are taken from figures 5 and 6. Figures 8 and 9 present the results of this part of the work. All experimental points plotted are means of three separate determinations, except for the longer times in the parafovea, where individual points are plotted.
A broad general principle emerges at once. When different sizes and forms of conditioning field are compared they produce the same effect on the course of the recovery of visual sensitivity after they are cut off if they produced the same initial or steady value of brightness threshold while
The change of visual sensitivity with time 103 they are still exposed. There are some exceptions to this general principle. In the fovea, for a conditioning field of diameter 1*09°, the general rate of recovery of sensitivity is slower than for the field of diameter 10-3° (taken as a standard of comparison). This may be due to the observed fact that this size of field leaves a persistent after image which interferes noticeably with perception of the test field. In the parafovea, figure 9, no interfering after image was noticed and there is approximate agreement between the recovery curves for 1*09° and 10*3° fields. It will be noticed that when the conditioning field is smaller than the test field there is considerable irregularity in the points through which F ig u r e 9. V ariation of brightness th resh o ld w ith tim e after cu ttin g off conditioning field: com parison of m edium an d sm all sized fields. Subject B. H . C. P arafovea 8°. Test field diam eter, 0*49; exposure, 1 sec. Curve I, conditioning field diam eter of 10*3°; curve I I , 3*06°; curve I I I , 1-09°; curve IV , 0*33°; curve V, 0*14°; curve V I, ring field, outer diam eter 12°, inner d iam eter 4*9°. D o tted curve is curve I rep ro duced for com parison. E ach curve is shifted vertically by one u n it relative to previous curve. curves are drawn. This is mainly due to the impossibility of maintaining perfectly steady fixation. Nevertheless, even for these extreme cases, the recovery curves agree within the probable experimental error with those for a conditioning field of 10*3° diameter. Figure 7 demonstrates that they also agree with a field of 60° diameter. Regarding the minor variations in shape of recovery curve, which are especially apparent in the parafovea, it is felt that many of these are probably real, but that any attempt at a detailed explanation of them would at present be premature.
The comparisons of ring and disk conditioning fields may be specially mentioned. Agreement between recovery curves in the two cases is good, especially for foveal vision, and it is obvious that no special elucidation of the possible propagation of adaptation across the retina is to be found from an experiment of this type. The principle remains that, by whatever pattern of conditioning field the retina is brought into equilibrium to have a certain threshold sensitivity, it will recover its dark sensitivity in the same way when the conditioning field is cut off.
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